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Two years into President Donald Trump’s aggressive push to reshape the federal judiciary, the 

administration’s judicial picks are making waves on the bench as they issue opinions on the 

Second Amendment, abortion and LGBTQ issues. 

Settling into what will be lifetime appointments on the federal courts of appeals, Trump’s court 

picks have begun issuing hot dissents and brow-raising concurrences and staking out stronger 

positions on social issues than other conservative-appointed judges. 

The U.S. Supreme Court hears several dozen cases a year, but it’s the nation’s appellate courts 

that have the final say on thousands of matters and ultimately shape much of the law. In what has 

been an area of standout success, Trump’s judicial machine has, with the help of a Republican-

led Senate, confirmed over three-dozen appellate judges in about two years. That project has 

given rise to a crop of Trump appointees who have written pronounced opinions in their first 

months on the bench. Conservatives have taken notice and say these judges—including Amy 

Coney Barrett on the Seventh Circuit, James Ho on the Fifth Circuit and Amul Thapar on the 

Sixth Circuit—are emerging as leaders on the appellate courts. 

While conservatives see rising stars, alarmed liberals see Trump picks pushing the limits. “It’s 

just become more extreme,” said Caroline Fredrickson, president of the liberal American 

Constitution Society. “They’re speaking out in a way that I think is more distinctive than in the 

past, and delineating positions as lower court judges in a stronger way than has been done.” 

That rising class of outspoken jurists appears to be a result of the administration’s effort to select 

nominees who have demonstrated, as former White House counsel Donald McGahn once 

described it, “courage” in their careers: those who’ve taken strong, if not unpopular, stances. 

Ilya Shapiro, the director of the libertarian Cato Institute’s Constitutional Studies Center, 

describes it as a development on how past administrations have selected nominees, “picking 

textualists and originalists, not simply picking people who have a loyalty to the Republican party 

or are more on the right than on the left.” And that, he said, translates to strong opinions, “not 

just a bland technocratic analysis.” 

The trend has fueled questions of whether Trump’s appointees are writing intentionally flashy 

opinions to audition for future openings on the Supreme Court. The appellate courts often serve 

as farm teams for the high court, and it’s a practice that many liberal and conservative appellate 

judges—not just Trump appointees—do to stand out from their peers. 

Still, Leonard Leo, an executive vice president of the Federalist Society, disagrees. Speaking in 

his personal capacity as an outside adviser to the White House on judicial nominations, he 

brushed off the idea that the judges are trying to stand out for future high court openings. 



“They’re devoted to their craft,” Leo said. “I don’t think the fact that they might be questioning a 

certain line of doctrine or providing a road map for the future is their way of auditioning for the 

Supreme Court. I think it’s their way of recognizing there are existing problems with the rule of 

law and the structural constitution and feel it’s their duty to hasten the correction of existing 

doctrine.” 

Praveen Fernandes, a vice president at the liberal Constitutional Accountability Center, views 

some of these Trump nominees as going too far. Some of these provocative opinions “give lie to 

claims made at confirmation hearings where these nominees have cloaked themselves in judicial 

modesty, purportedly being hemmed in by the role of a judge to decide only the issues before 

them and to be guided exclusively by text and precedent,” Fernandes said. 

The Decisions 

Trump appointees, who occupy a fifth of the federal circuit court seats, have only had enough 

time on the bench to offer a glimpse into their jurisprudence. But they are asserting themselves in 

their writings in ways that show they’re unafraid to take on controversial issues. 

Ho caught heat during his first days on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit after a pair 

of bold writings on abortion and campaign contribution limits. Lately, he has raised eyebrows for 

a pair of rulings related to LGBTQ issues. 

In February, a Fifth Circuit panel affirmed the dismissal of a job discrimination lawsuit brought 

by a transgender woman who was born male. The panel, in an opinion Ho wrote, agreed to toss 

the case, Wittmer v. Phillips 66 Co., on factual grounds. 

But Ho wrote separately, in a concurrence that doubled the length of his own majority opinion, to 

argue that Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 does not protect against sexual orientation or 

transgender discrimination. He explained that the original public meaning of “sex” at the time 

didn’t include sexual orientation or transgender status. 

The judge pointed to a view on the Supreme Court that Congress doesn’t “hide elephants in 

mouseholes.” If lawmakers had intended to prohibit sexual orientation or transgender 

discrimination under the federal civil rights law, Ho explained, “surely the most straightforward 

way to do so would have been to add ‘sexual orientation’ or ‘transgender status’ or ‘gender 

identity’ to the list of classifications protected under Title VII.” 

Ho was also part of a split panel in March that held a Texas policy barring sex reassignment 

surgery for transgender inmates does not violate the Eighth Amendment. The judge wrote for the 

majority, relying on the record in a similar First Circuit en banc opinion to stress that there was a 

fierce debate about the medical necessity of sex reassignment surgery. “Where, as here, there is 

robust and substantial good faith disagreement dividing respected members of the expert medical 

community, there can be no claim under the Eighth Amendment,” Ho wrote. 

The opinion drew a rebuke from Judge Rhesa Barksdale, a George H.W. Bush appointee, who 

used his dissent to lambast the majority for going “far outside the totally lacking summary-

judgment record at hand in holding judgment was properly granted.” 

Trump’s appointees, including Ho, are also among the most outspoken jurists in decrying what 

they see as a trend of courts disfavoring the Second Amendment. 



In the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit, Judge Amy Coney Barrett—a Supreme 

Court shortlister—recently issued a 37-page dissent in a felon dispossession case. The panel held 

2-1 in Kanter v. Barr that Wisconsin and federal felon dispossession statutes were constitutional 

as applied to a nonviolent felon who was convicted of mail fraud. 

Barrett split with the two Reagan appointees who held the governments’ application of firearm 

bans to the plaintiff was “substantially related” to their interest in preventing gun violence. 

“Absent evidence that he either belongs to a dangerous category or bears individual markers of 

risk,” Barrett said, “permanently disqualifying Kanter from possessing a gun violates the Second 

Amendment.” Barrett said the court’s holding treated the amendment as a “second-class right, 

subject to an entirely different body of rules than the other Bill of Rights.” 

Barrett’s take came months after Judge Stephanos Bibas, a Trump appointee to the Third Circuit, 

dissented from a panel decision that upheld a New Jersey ban on certain large-capacity gun 

magazines passed in the wake of several mass-shootings. 

Bibas’ dissent argued the court should have applied strict, not intermediate scrutiny to assess the 

law, because it impaired a “core right” of the Second Amendment. Either way, he said, the state 

failed to sufficiently show how the law advanced its interest in reducing gun deaths. 

And last year, two other Trump appointees on the Fifth Circuit—Ho and Judge Don Willett—

protested the court’s denial of a full panel rehearing of a decision that upheld the federal ban on 

interstate handgun sales. In a dissent, Ho complained the Second Amendment “continues to be 

treated as a ‘second-class’ right.” The Fifth Circuit panel, he said, erred because the 

government’s ban on interstate sales failed under strict scrutiny. 

Willett, another Supreme Court shortlister for Trump, penned a searing dissent that bemoaned of 

the Second Amendment’s treatment as a spurned, snubbed and scorned amendment. It’s “neither 

second class, nor second rate, nor second tier,” he wrote. 

The president’s picks are shaking up the judiciary in other ways. Eleventh Circuit Judge Kevin 

Newsom, another of Trump’s Supreme Court shortlisters, sparked intrigue early on for a pair of 

opinions: one where he wrote for a unanimous panel that upheld the IRS’ denial of a tax 

deduction to a gay man who paid for the costs of in vitro fertilization to father children; and 

another in Kondrat’yev v. City of Pensacola, a case that deals with a religious symbol in a public 

space, where Newsom questioned circuit precedent in a concurrence. 

And last year, Willett questioned the Supreme Court’s qualified immunity doctrine in a 

“concurring dubitante” that decried the “kudzu-like creep of the modern immunity regime.” 

Thapar, another shortlister, last year penned a concurrence questioning Auer deference, which 

broadly requires courts to defer to an agency’s interpretation of its own ambiguous regulations. 

The Supreme Court is weighing that issue of agency deference this term and has teed up a trio of 

cases to consider Title VII’s scope next year, so the high court will have final say on those 

matters. But for these judges, their writings are just peeks into what will likely be decadeslong 

careers on the federal bench. 


